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Cal Poly students have vottid again.st fee increases ass(x:iated with the (^lal Poly Plan.
The announcement came last night from Vice President
for Student Affairs Juan (ionzalez, less than three hours
afU*r polls clo.sed on campus. While 55 percent of student vot
ers suppoited the goals of the Poly Plan, 70 percent voted
down a $144 fee increase for next year. Seventy-five percent
of students voh*d down the $81 ft« increase for the 1998-99
sch(K)l year.
Gonzalez and fVovost Paul Zingg expressed disappoint
ment with the outcome, both calling the results “ironic,”
regarding the “yes” vote for the Poly Plan’s goals, and “no”
votes for lx)th fee increases.
More than 3,900 students turned out to vote Wednesday
and Thursday. Zingg and Gonzalez said that, although it was
only an advisory vote. Cal Poly President Warren Baker
would not raise fees if the students did not want them raised.

Baker was unavailable for comment because he is out of
the country.
The Cal Poly Plan Steering Committee will meet today at
11 a.m. to discuss the results and results from la.st quarter’s
in-class survey. The committee will then make a final recom
mendation to Baker.
The university will now have to rely on other sources to
fund the goals of the plan. The $135 p(>r year fee increase stu
dents agreed to last year raised about $2.1 million. These
fees have helped to pay the salaries of 16 new tenure-track
professors and first-year departmental proposals.
ASI President Steve McShane said he thought the prob
lem was with the process, not the plan itself.
“There’s a number of students frustrated from the lack of
a sufficient ‘con’ side (to the plan),” McShane said. “In the
future thert*’s got to be both sides.”
Computer Science freshman Mike Leahy, who helped
Doily photo by Joe Johnston
develop an anti-Cal Poly Plan website, showed up to hear the
results and was happy that students let their voices be heard. Provost Zingg, ASI President McShane and interim associate provost for
institutional planning Linda Dalton sit in at Thursday nighfs meeting.
“That’s all we really wanted,” Leahy said.

Thursday ASI forum brings candidates into light
Variety of candidate
proposals get mixed reviews
from lunchtime U .U . crowd
By Alan Dunton

Doily Staff Writer

ASI Presidential candidates Cindy Entzi, Steve
McShane and Jed Whiteley faced off on issues like stu
dent representation and current ASI President
McShane’s pt'iTormance Thursday at University Union
Activity Hour, exactly one week before elections.
Before a panel consisting of Juan Gonzalez, vice
president for student affairs, and a Mustang Daily staff
writer, the candidates were given time to answer ques
tions and respond to comments made by their oppo
nents. Throughout the debate, the large crowd managed
to both cheer and b<x) for every candidate.
In the opcming speeches, McShane explained his
campaign goals are making ASI more accessible to stu
dents, continuing communication with student clubs
and organizations, increasing the effectiveness of ASI
repre.sentation and making ASI money go farther by
acquiring off-campus donations.
Whiteley’s opening speech was not as complex as
McShane’s.
Doily photo by Dovid W ood
“I have one issue, making Poly a wet campus,”
A SI presidential candidates (from left to right) at Thursday's forum included Cindy Entzi, Jed Whiteley, and Steve McShane.
Whiteley said. “A vote for me is a vote for beer.
McShane said the current alcohol policy at Cal Poly Chair of the Board candidate Tom Spengler (speaking into microphone) is running unopposed,
is inconsistent because although all consumption and
“I never do anything half-a.ss,” Whiteley .said. “I wouldn’t
pos.session is prohibited, some exceptions, like alcohol at the
want people to say that I was a shitty president.”
Performing Arts Center, are allowed.
Money was an importtmt concern for the ASI candidates.
“(Whiteley) has no plan. We need specifics,” McShane
said. “It’s good to .see he’s interested, but he can do .some All three candidates said they would have different fund
re.search and can understand it more,” he added after the raising efforts.
Tim Crowley
Whiteley said he would raise money by selling alcohol on
debate.
Aaron Thomas Curd
Cindy Entzi said she wants to go to work for the students campus. He explained that all students buy alcohol, and if
by creating new services and programs, as well as improving ASI could get 10 percent of that money, the organization
Scott Edward Foick
existing programs. Regarding Whiteley’s proposed wet cam wouldn’t have to worry about finances.
Mark R, Greenwood
pus idea, Entzi said she would back anything the students
“We need to evaluate student programs and manage them
Amy Christine Luker
voted for.
more efficiently,” Entzi said.
Jason Mordhorst
Whiteley and Entzi agreed that McShane has done a good
McShane wants ASI for look for money outside of stu
job as ASI president, but both said it’s time for change.
dents’ pockets.
“Steve is very dedicated, but I’m worried about his life.
If given ab.solute power to do anything at Cal Poly,
He’s missing part of college,” Whiteley said in regards to
Whiteley and McShane said they would have Cal Poly offer
McShane’s huge time commitment to ASI.
more general education classes. Entzi said she would give
If elected, Whiteley promises to work hard.
student clubs more money.

Board of Directors candidate List:

College of
Engineering:
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Reading and rem em bering

Poly students suggest
uses for Dinosaur Caves
By Stacey L Johnston

Doily Staff Writer
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Architecture freshman Daniel Adler reads Holocaust victims' names
during U.U. hour Thursday afternoon. Alder is just one of many
students who will be reading victims names in the 24-hour reading
in observance of Yom Hashoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day).

City and regional planning
students presented Pismo Beach
residents with three-dimensional
models demonstrating possible
uses for the city’s Dinosaur Caves
property.
“Their degree of impact and
success is far greater than we had
imagined and because of that we
are utilizing these models and
site plans to reach our action
plans and proposals to the city
council,” said Marc Lebed, chair of
the 21-member Dinosaur Caves
Task Force, initiated by the Pismo
Beach city council to find a way to
maintain the property as public
land.
The oceanfront land was pur
chased by the city for $2.6 million
in 1993. Its fate has been uncer
tain since that time as residents
and council members debated
options to sell the land for com
mercial development or develop it
for public use. A proposal for a
Hilton hotel was rejected while
trail walkways, botanical gardens
and an aquarium have also been
suggested.
As a final project last quarter,
about 30 students in Design
Fundamentals, a lower division
city and regional planning class,
designed models to illu strate
their ideas of how to develop the
11.8 acre piece of land in a way
that would best serve the public.
“I never thought anything
would come of (our projects), but
it looks like they’re looking into
some of our ideas,” said Carrie
Loarie, an architecture sopho
more who plans to switch majors
to city and regional planning.
Task force members came to
Cal Poly during finals week last
quarter to review the projects
which ranged from “more devel
oped” to “more conservative,” she
said.
“They were so pleased that
they wanted to take them to
Pismo,” said Joe Kourakis, inter
im department head for city and

regional planning whose team
taught the course with Richard
Schmidt.
Loarie was one of the seven
students chosen to present their
projects for community viewing at
a town hall meeting Sunday orga
nized by the task force.
“It was our first chance to
apply our knowledge to a real sit
uation,” said Phil Dunsmore, a
city and regional planning sopho
more whose project was also cho
sen, “and that was a rewarding
experience because we were able
to talk to the public and meet
other planners and have them
evaluate our work.”
Kourakis said the students
worked with the task force from
the beginning.
“We went (as a class) to a
meeting of the task force and we
heard their visions of what it
should be,” Kourakis said.
Loarie said she and classmates
visited the site to do a site analy
sis which entailed analyzing the
plants, soils, temperature and cli
mate.
Dunsmore explained that they
then outlined a plan in written
from which they constructed their
scale models.
“I would say it was fairly time
consuming because there were a
lot of different requirem ents,”
Dunsmore said. “We had to con
sider handicap accessibility, com
munity feelings which were dif
ferent, and the history of the site
and the area.”
Loarie estim ated the total
time she spent to have been
around 100 hours.
“We got a stimulating variety
of solutions,” Kourakis said. “The
community taught us something
and we helped them in our own
way.”
The projects currently reside
at the Pismo Beach City Hall.
“We’re going through (the pro
jects) and using them as a spring
board for our final conclusions of
how to use the land,” Lebed said.
“They’re our blue prints right
now.”

Senate refuses closing Campus clubs come out to celebrate with Ellen
campaign law loophole
"I knew that it was history being
By Rodiei Brody

Ddy Sloff Writer

Assodoted Press
SACRAMENTO — The Senate refused Thursday to
close a loophole in California’s campaign-finance disclo
sure law, a loophole that could be used frequently under
a donation-limiting ballot measure approved by voters
last year.
Senators voted 23-12 for a bill by Sen. Byron Sher, DStanford, but the measure needed at least 27 votes, a
two-thirds majority of the 40-seat Senate, to move to the
Assembly.
Sher was given permission to take a second vote on
another day.
'The bill would require independent expenditure com
mittees to file campaign-donation disclosure reports once
they receive at least $1,000 in contributions in a report
ing period before an election.
Under current law, those committees must file reports
when they make donations or expenditures of $500 or
more during the last few months before the election.
If a committee waits until the last few days before an
election to spend its money, it must disclose large expen
ditures but it doesn’t have to reveal its contributors until
weeks or months later.
That could prevent voters from learning before the
election which businesses or organization support or
oppose a particular candidate.
See SEN A T E p a g e ó

If you walked by the University Union TV room on
Wednesday night, you probably heard bursts of laughter,
loud clapping sessions and phrases like “I’ve been there.”
Nearly 60 members of Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals
United and the National Organization for Women gathered
there to watch Ellen DeGeneres “come out” on her sitcom.
DeGeneres has made headlines during the last few
months after her announcement that her character on her
hit sitcom “Ellen” would announce to the world that she’s
gayJayson McCauliflT, GLBU and NOW member, decided
that the episode where she made the big announcement was
a great time to have a social between these two campus clubs
that openly support gay and lesbian rights.
“I knew that it was history being made,” he said. “It’s not
something that you experience all the time on television. This
is something really special.”
The episode revolved around DeGeneres’s character
receiving a visit from an old boyfriend and finding that she is
more attracted to his female boss than she was to him. She
goes through feelings of fhistration and confusion before she
finally comes to terms with the fact that she is gay. When she
finally admits it to herself and to her psychiatrist, played by
Oprah Winfrey, it’s like a great weight has been lifted off her
back.
“I’m gay. That felt great. That felt so great,” DeiTeneres
said in the episode. “For the first time in my life, I feel com
fortable with myself.”
Following the show, McCauliff said he was pleased with
the way they dealt with the subject.

made. It's not something that you
experience all the time on television.!
This is something really special,"

"Jayson McCaulifF, GLBU and NOW memberl

“What was going on was so true,” he said. “The tension
created, that’s how it feels. It’s frustrating not being able to
just say it because of fear of being rejected for how you feel.”
Others were simply pleased with the idea of a celebrity
coming out.
“I think that she’s a positive role model, “ said Jessica
Dowel, NOW co-vice coordinator. “People will be gay whether
she comes out or not, but before now there were no positive
role models.”
Club members hoped that Ellen’s coming out would result
in better community awareness.
“I think that there’s a lot of people who like and respect the
show,” said Robert Kinports, a GLBU member. “I hope that
straight people will have more respect for the gay communi
ty.”
The social was also a way to get people involved in GLBU
and NOW.
“The show was good, but I was even happier about the
turn out,” Kinports said.
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ASI denies W ilson’s request for com pensation
By Dawn Kolmar

Daily Staff Writer

Following the advice of its lawyer, the ASI Board of
Directors closed more than 35 minutes of its meeting to the
public Wednesday night.
Citing attorney-client privileges, the board went into
closed session to discuss the case of Gail Wilson, who came
before the board last week asking for $18,861 in indemni
fication, or reimbursement, for legal expenses she paid
while trying to investigate an ASI employee.
The current case involves former ASI Executive
Director Polly Harrigan, who Wilson brought charges
against after two employees were convicted of stealing
from ASI. One of those employees was Harrigan’s assis
tant, Sharon Crain, who was convicted of stealing $3,000.
Wilson accused Harrigan of lacking the proper leader
ship skills for her position. She also claimed Harrigan and
ASI ignored advice from auditors who recommended giv
ing ASI the power to prevent the theft.
Wilson claims she warned ASI by trying to get
Harrigan’s name put on the ballot so students could vote
“no confidence,” thereby removing her from office. Her
request was denied.
She said that had her request been allowed, ASI and
students could have saved money and prevented further
corruption. Instead, once she was denied, she took her case
to the San Luis Obispo County Superior Court saying stu

dents had the right to vote on the issue. Two different
judges threw out her case.
ASI and its lawyer, Dave Jan ke, contend that under
ASI bylaws which govern it, Wilson was not a student, and
therefore not allowed to bring the issue to ASI since she
had no vested interest in the corporation. They cite her
reduced fees as proof she is not a member of ASI.
Wilson admits she pays a reduced fee. Rather than the
normal $20 ASI fee, she pays only $1.
“It’s not how much you pay that makes a difference,”
Wilson argued.
She added that her positions at Cal Poly gives her the
right to request an issue for the ballot. Wilson said she is
a graduate student with an undeclared major, so she isn’t
working toward a degree. She is a part-time lecturer in the
chemistry department and said her name was included in
last year’s ASI directory but not this year’s.
Returning to an open session, the board denied her
request for indemnification.
The closure of the meeting to the public was unusual. It
was the first time it’s happened this year but Michael
Rocca, chair of the board, said the closure was key in the
members’ decision.
“I think it was essential. It helped the board under
stand the history (of the case). (Janke) was able to go
beyond the public record. When we went beyond the closed
session we were able to make a more effective decision,”
Rocca said.
Others, particularly Wilson, viewed the closure as the

Unocal agrees to pay $ 1.4
million for natural resource
restoration project funding
By Emily Bradley

Daily StaKWriter -

In 1992, a Unocal pipeline
burst above Pirates Cove in Avila
Beach, causing an oil spill that
left damages still scarring the
Central California coastline and
streams today.
Unocal and the Avila Beach
Trustee Council signed a Federal
Consent Decree and a parallel
State Settlem ent Agreement
stipulating that Unocal would
pay $1.4 million to fund natural
resource restoration projects.
The oil spill damaged geolog
ic, biologic and recreational
resources including vegetation,
intertidal and subtidal sedi
ments and microscopic biota,
fisheries, birds and marine
mammals such as otters.
Last year, the nonprofit orga
nization Land Conservancy of
Sun Luis Obispo County was
asked to aid the Avila Beach
Trustee Council in determining
the best allocation of the money
allotted for restoration.
The trustee council is com
posed of members from the
California Department of Fish
and Game, the Office of Oil Spill
Prevention and Response and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
The council ensures coopera
tion between the state and federal
trustees.
According
to
Land
Conservancy Project Manager
Brian Stark, although no repre
sentatives from Avila Beach are
on the council (which is stipulated
by law), they have b<}en encour
aged to participate in consultation
with the Land Conservancy.
“The trustees are very inU>rested in public input. We’ve
received about 100 comments and
we expect more over the next
month,” he said. “The more public
comment the better so that we
can meet the needs people see as
important.”
There have also been public
meetings held by the Regional
Water Quality Control Board to

discuss restoration priorities.
In addition to soliciting public
comment, the Land Conservancy
continues to develop restoration
projects to be proposed to the
trustees.
Howard Kolb of the Regional
Water Quality Control Board has
been working with the Land
Conservancy to determine the
most necessary projects that must
be funded.

"By virtue of having
federal money (from
the oil spill), it has
allowed us to move
forward and expand
projects we have
already been doing
or have proposed/'
-Howard Kolb of the
Regional Water Quality
Control Board

The W ater Quality Control
Board manages a $200,000 feder
al grant which has allowed it to do
re.search on the San Luis Obispo
Creek W atershed, including a
phase-one hydrologic analysis,
fish habitat passage analysis and
water quality data analysis.
“By virtue of having federal
money (from the oil spill), it has
allowed us to move forward and
expand projects we have already
been doing or have proposed,” he
said.
Stark said that the prt'vious
re.search done by the Water
Quality Control Board allowed for
more of the Unocal funding to be
allocated to projects and less to
Se e U N O C A L p a g e 7
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lawyer’s attempt to remove and then discredit her in front
of ASI.
“I think it’s illegal,” she said. “I can’t defend myself
because I can’t hear what they’re saying.”
She also said she planned to register a complaint with
the Cal Poly Police Department on Thursday. Public
Safety did not receive such a complaint as of press time
Thursday.
In other board action, amendments to ASI bylaws were
approved after approximately two years of revisions and
debate. The bylaws are similar to a constitution that gov
erns ASI, its elections and personnel. According to ASI
adviser Bob Walters the amendments will streamline ASI’s
work.
The delay was due to the many changes.
“Each little change we make is a debate in itself,” Rocca
said.
However, now that it’s done he said ASI will run more
smoothly.
“It brings ASI up-to-date. We’ve been operating under
bylaws that have been adopted by ASI a few years ago.
They didn’t identify who we are and where we are going,”
Rocca said.
Also, an announcement was made that voting for ASI
officers will take place in the University Union for all col
leges after 4:30 p.m. next Wednesday. There will be a 30
minute break to take down and move the polling locations
to the U.U.

America Online, Prodigy,
CompuServe settle FTC charges
By Kevin Golvin

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Three of the largest online
services agreed to settle allegations that their free
trial offers resulted in unexpected charges to cus
tomers, the Federal Trade Commission said
Thursday.
America Online, CompuServe and Prodigy
agreed to “clearly and prominently” disclose any
obligation of customers to cancel service and to
provide an easy way to cancel before automatical
ly enrolling customers. There was no financial
penalty.
In television ads, direct mailings and newspa
per announcements, the three online services
have used free trial offers to attract new users.
The FTC alleged customers weren’t told they
would be charged if they failed to contact the ser-

vice to cancel when the trial period ended.
“We are pleased that these industry leaders
have agreed to standards that comply with the>
laws enforced by the commission,” said Jodie
Bernstein, director of the FTC’s consumer protec
tion bureau. “We will continue to work, on an
industrywide basis, to ensure that all companies
understand and comply with the laws enforced by
the FTC.”
George Vradenburg III, America Online’s gen
eral counsel, said the agreement had been reached
months before it was announced and that many of
the changes already were in place.
“AOL believes this decree can and should serve
as a ‘best practices’ standard for the entire inter
active service industry,” Vradenburg said.
The agreement is subject to a 60-day period of
S e e SETTU EM ENT p a g e 6
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Confessions of an
underground woman
B y Amanda B urt
The column you are about to read
involves smoking cigarettes. 1 ju st want
to be up front with you. If you hate ciga
rettes, smokers, the Marlboro man and
that stupid camel, and think all smokers
are big stupid idiots, then you might
want to stop reading. Or maybe you
should continue, because it’s people like
you who need to hear what I am about to
say.
Now, I for one, hate being in a room
full of smokers. I hate coming home from
parties and bowling allies smelling like
smoke. I took health in high school and
saw all those pictures of black lungs.
And for most of my life, whenever I
walked past someone with a cigarette, I
would cough pointedly in their direction.
This Febm ary I started smoking any
way.
I’d been having a bad couple weeks
(like 12 of them), had classwork piling
up, too many responsibilities, no money
and my boyfriend had been in Europe for
six months, not to return until the end of
May (darn that Cal Poly overseas pro
gram). I don’t drink, don’t go out with
other guys, sometimes drive the speed
limit and generally make responsible
choices. So suddenly I find myself at
Gus’s Grocery, buying a big slam of Pepsi
and a pack of Virginia Slims (they come
in a pretty green box).
Now why this reaction? Seems pretty
irrational. I mean I had, no make that
have, convictions about smoking and all
the bad things about it.
But suddenly. I’m chain-smoking at
ska concerts in San Francisco and learn
ing how to drive stick w'ith one hand so I
can smoke, change lanes and balance an
ash tray in my lap all at the same time.
One night I’m w'alking downtown and
some girls pointedly cough at me and my
smoking best friend. We laughed conde
scendingly. Yeah, like we care what they
think. And we take another drag.
What happened here? How does some
one like me (who you don’t know; but
trust me, it’s strange that I did this)
start a habit that is, by her own defini
tion. disgusting and completely bad for
her health.
Ah, fortunately for me, I am an
English major with the privilege of read
ing all of “The Brothers Karamazov” (a
900-page novel by Dostoyevski) this
quarter. In the novel, Dostoyevski

Editor,

describes the psychological type he calls
“the Underground Man.” Very briefly,
one aspect of the Underground Man is to
assert his own self-will no matter how
much the assertion of his will may cost
him. He is not interested in being
healthy and happy in any usual sense.
He ju st wants to be able to prove that he
can do whatever he wants at any given
time and will go to great lengths to
prove this to others as well as to himself.
So there it is; I am the Underground
Woman. Feeling trapped by stressful cir
cumstances that would not allow me to
do anything I wanted (as I saw it at the
time) I bought those stinking Virginia
Slims to prove that I could do whatever I
wanted, baby.
Ah, I can see that some of you are
shaking your heads disapprovingly. How
irrational, you say. How silly, adolescent
and immature. But be careful, because
you are Underground Men and Women
yourselves.
You watch re-runs of “Saved by the
Bell” even when you know that you may
very well fail your chemistry exam the
next day if you don’t turn off the TV. You
eat half the pint of Ben and Je rry ’s
Chubby Hubby when you know you want
to lose five pounds and you will get a
stomach ache afterward. Or maybe you
drink ju st one too many Red Dogs qn
Sunday night even though you know
you’ll be puking Monday morning. (And
if I haven’t mentioned your particular
poison, well, think hard. You’ve got some
weakness you indulge in the name of
your personal freedom.)
Not that I’m advocating Underground
behavior. I actually believe you ought to
live life according to a rational standard
that will keep you healthy and happy.
Plus 1 haven’t had a cigarette in several
weeks. I’m ju st trying to open some ptioplc’s eyes to their particular vices so
they aren’t too judgmental about other
people’s.
Still, stay above ground as much as
you can. Because failed exams, hang
overs, fat butts and indigestion all suck.
And so do boyfriends in Europe who
aren’t particularly pleased that their
girlfriends have picked up nasty habits
while they are away.

Amanda Burt is an English sophonutre who gorges herself on instant
chocolate pudding every time she
craves a cigarette.

L e t t e r t o t h e E d it o r

Does there no longer exist
in our society the one thing
that used to be so prevalent
- courtesy? It is out there,
but it is not alw'ays so easy
to find. There are those,
however, that make courtesy
the rule and never the
exception. For some it is
.something that they hold
very high and is very sel
dom, if ever, compromised.
It has gotten to a point in
the world today where very

seldom do you .see or hear
about a good deed taking
place. If it d(x;s happen,
more often than not, it is
thought that the person that
does the deed wants or
expects something in return
or has some kind of motive
behind what they are doing.
There are a lot of people out
there who think that if
someone does something
nice for someone else they
expect some kind of repay
ment.
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This may be true in some
cases but there are a great
number of people out there
who do these things simply
because they like to. For
those of you out there who
fit into this category don’t
let anything anyone ever
says change that. As long as
it is really who you are, you
should stick with it no mat
ter what.

Allen Deeble
Civil engineering freshman
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Protecting bikes from their o^vners
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Somebody needs to clue Public Safety
people in on what “spirit of the law” entails,
because they seem to have no idea what it
means. Over and over again, 1 find them
more interested in taking student money
and wa.sting student time than actually
keeping the campus safe. The last straw
was earlier this week, when 1 got out of my
class to find that Public Safety was bored
enough to lock my bike to a tree, then leave
me a note saying they’ve impounded the
bike for my own good.
You see, when I had gotten to class that
morning, the meager eight-bike rack w'as
full, so I leaned my bike against a tree out
of everybody’s way, on the dirt, damaging
or Iwthering nobody, and locked it to it.self
.so nobody could just roll it away. 1 didn’t
think 1 was infringing upon the safety or
convenience of anybody, but apparently
Public Safety thinks that I’m an unfit
father for my bike. They left me a noU? say
ing that the bike had been impounded and
if I did not report to them pronto then they
would “seize the bike for safekeeping.”
Does this make sense to anybody? How do
you seize something of somebody el.se’s for
its safekeeping? Are they stealing my bike
before somebody else can?
So since I had to work within a couple of
hours, I had skip Dr. Hiltpold’s actually
enjoyable class .so that I could walk across
campus to ask for my bike back. At the sta
tion, I told them that seizing my bike didn’t
make it any safer for me. They told me that
they’re taking these actions because bike
theft is .so high. When I asked them why
they didn’t ju.st throw down an obviouslyneeded new bike rack instead of slapping a
second U-lock on my bike, they said that
wasn’t their job; their job was to enforce the
rules.
That’s when I introduced “spirit of the
law” to them - the concept that keeps “jay 
walkers” from being ticketed for crossing
empty streets. They didn’t understand.
Justice to them was making the student
who can’t find an empty bike rack miss
their next class.
Unfortunately, this was not an isolated,
rare happening. Last week, after the evil
orange fences had engulfed the racks in
front of Graphic Arts, I saw an officer start-

s m e a rs
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ing to put an extra lock on my bike. Assum
ing that he was ju st an eager rookie getting
a little excited, I ju st laughed, thanked him
and took my bike away from him. But two
days ago I realized how serious they were
about wa.sting people’s time. All in all, after
the walking, the form-filling and the wait
ing, it took 45 minutes of my time and 20
minutes of Public Safety’s time to teach me
whatever lesson they wanted to instill.
And yesterday, I saw another student
waiting by the same tree as an officer un
leashed his bike from the same impoundage. He asked the officer with that same
incredulous look 1 had, “Can’t you see that
this bike isn’t even w'orth $20? Who would
pick this thing up over his head and walk
away with it?” The officer said she was just
following orders that had come “.straight
from President Baker’s office.” That’s right
- we're supposed to believe that President
Baker himself decreed that .students not
Iwking their bike to one of the eight specif
ic spots must get a secoiid lock put on their
pos.session. When the infuriated student
said he was late for a job interview due to
their lack of common sense, she just
shrugged and walked away like a machine.
This typt‘ of machine-like “thinking” is
nothing new for Public Safety. For example,
I remember when my friend got a ticket
last year for parking his car in an empty lot
on Wednesday night of finals week without
a permit. Was anybody’s safety really in
jeopardy? Was anybody even inconve
nienced? Are permit-owners honestly .so
selfish that they would prefer the lot re
main empty while their fellow .student
walks an extra half-mile in the dark? Or is
Public Safety ju st interested in an extra 10
bucks?
Public Safety needs to understand that
there is a fine line between courageously
maintaining student and faculty safety, and
robotically enforcing the rules to such an
extreme extent that they actually interfere
with the educational process. They need to
comprehend that common sen.se and
human compassion are actually good quali
ties to have, even for public officials. And
they need to accept the fact that we’re
adults here, and we can take care of our
own bikes.

Michael Gixisey is an English senior.
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Hackers, con artists victimize
Colorado campus computer system
By Nancy Simeone

The Campus Press(U. of Colorodo)
(U-WIRE) BOULDER, Colo. —
Currently, much of the content on
the Internet is up to the discretion
of individual users. And as the
Internet evolves into a mainstream
medium, what is considered “right”
or “wrong” is constantly in debate.
No one agrees on where it’s going
or how to combat the problems and
possible “crimes” this evolution
may cause.
Ju st as there are different ways
to charge someone who has killed
another person, there are many
different types of computer crime.
The crimes can range from inci
dents that occur in everyday life,
such as harassment, to relatively
new crimes, such as “hacking.” CU
has seen in.stances of both.
Last year, someone accessed
information without permission on
a computer in the Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Physics
department, and the FBI was
called to help catch the culprit.
This year alone, there have been
two or three reported instances of
e-mail harassment at CU, and
there is no way to know how many
cases go unreported.
Michael Micucci, a sophomore
computer science major, had a
problem with people sabotaging
his e-mail account when he forgot
to log himself out of ofTice comput
ers. The things they did — re-nam
ing the command that nonnally
lists files so that it would log him

off instead, sending prank e-mails
to his supervisor and changing his
finger information — could have
been more harmful if he hadn’t
known how to fix them.
“It wasn’t a big problem,
because it was coworkers that did
it,” Micucci said. “They’re not going
to delete all your files.” Ju st as rob
bery victims may feel accountable
if they had left their doors
unlocked, Micucci felt some respon
sibility for the pranks because he
had left him.self logged on.
“After it happened, I kind of felt
I got what I deserved,” he said.
“It was pretty funny.” Micucci
said he didn’t report the incidents
because he didn’t think there was
anything
Computing
and
Networking Services could do
about it.
“It would be tough, because
what can you do?” he said. “You can
revoke their e-mail accounts, but it
would be your word against
theirs.” According to the CNS
responsibilities of users, “users
shall not intentionally seek infor
mation on, obtain copies of, or mod
ify files, tapes, passwords or any
type of data belonging to other
users unless specifically autho
rized to do so.” If Micucci had
reported the tampering, his co
workers could have faced a loss of
computing privileges, or a punish
ment more extreme, such as sus
pension or expulsion from the uni
versity. But many of the more
severe penalties have yet to be
applied.

A CU student, who wished to
remain anonymous, said he
“hacked” into the CU system before
the university started using
Kerberos, a protective software
system. He created accounts for
himself on every CU server and set
up bogus accounts using fake user
names and social security num
bers.
Many of the accounts were
deleted after someone else was
caught hacking into the .system.
These extra accounts not only gave
him more e-mail addresses, hut
allowed him extra space to store
files.
Although he knew the puni.shment, he said he wasn’t concerned
with what might happen because it
didn’t seem like a big deal.
“1 knew that students that were
caught would have to see a student
misconduct representative and
possibly lo.se their account privi
leges —although this hardly ever
happened,” he said.
He said the students who did
get caught weren’t always treated
as criminals either.
“I’ve heard rumors that some of
them were actually given special
privileges for agreeing not to com
promise the university computer
network.” But bigger break-ins,
ones that could disable the system
for days, are almost nonexistent at
CU.
“CNS has extensive security
precautions built into multiple

CQME JOIN OUR

By Koren Boisley and Erk Olsan

The Daily lllini (U. of Illinois)

(U-WIRE) CHAMPAIGN, 111.
— Cliffs Notes, used by students
nationwide as study guides or as
shortcuts to great literature, no
longer have a home in the uni
versity bookstore at Villanova
University, Penn.
After months of debating,
adm inistrators at Villanova
decided that Cliffs Notes under
mine “both academic expecta
tions and academic integrity” at
the university.
According to an Associated
Press wire story, a petition
signed by 90 faculty members
led to the banning of the thin
yellow paperbacks in the
University Shop.
In Champaign-Urbana, the
banning of Cliffs Notes does not
appear to be a threat.
“This issue hasn’t been
talked about here,” said Larry
Faulkner, University provost
and vice chancellor of academic
affairs.
Brian Robertson, textbook
manager of T.I.S. College
Bookstore, 707 S. Sixth S t.,
Champaign, said T.I.S. doesn’t
sell a substantial amount of
Cliffs Notes each year but that
sales do pick up ju st before final
exams.
Some University faculty
members see Cliffs Notes as
both a help and an impairment
to student learning.
English Professor Michael
Shapiro said he sometimes rec

ommends students use Cliffs
Notes when they have trouble
understanding Shakespearean
language.
However, he stresses stu
dents should not use Cliffs
Notes as a substitute for the
assigned literature.
Shapiro also said it is obvi
ous if students have relied heav
ily on Cliffs Notes when writing
papers. •
“It’s not hard to tell,” Shapiro
said. “If you find the same argu
ments coming up again and
again, you know where its com
ing from.”
Comparative
literatu re
Professor Ja n e t Sm arr agreed
that Cliffs Notes can be benefi
cial to students if used as study
guides.
“Anything helpful is good,”
she said.
Sm arr said she cannot tell if
students use Cliffs Notes as sub
stitutes for the assigned read
ings, but identification of quota
tions on her tests is difficult if
students have not read the
m aterial. She said students
might pass the test but don't get
as much out of the course.
“The loss is (the students’)
loss if they spend their time
reading Cliffs Notes rather than
great literature,” she said.
Both Shapiro and Sm arr said
they were against banning of
any b<x)ks, even Cliffs Notes.
At Villanova, a different atti
tude prevails. In a letter,
Villanova Vice President for
See B A N page 6

See H ACKERS page 6
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1997-98 EDITORIAL STALE

Available positions include
• Two News Editors • Opinion Editor
• Sports Editor • Arts Editor
• Copy Editor • Design Editor
If you’re interested in working on the editorial staff o f the award-winning
Mustang Daily submit an application to Graphic Arts bldg., room 226, attn. Josie Miller by Friday, May 9 at noon.

Applications fo r editorial staff positions should include a cover letter and resume, no more than five writing
clips and a brief proposal outlining the direction you plan on taking your section and the Mustang Daily,

Applications fo r design editor should replace clips with a portfolio o f work.
Applicants for section editors must have completed two quarters of JO UR 352 (Mustang Daily reporting)
.and its prerequisites. Editorial Production Manager must be proficient in QuarkXPress, Photoshop,
Freehand and Illustrator.
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Earl Woods not surprised by
Fuzzy Zoeller’s conunents
By Ron Sirak

Associoted Press
NEW YORK — Tiger Woods’
father is not surprised at the
racially insensitive remarks by
Fuzzy Zoeller but is disappointed
the comments distracted from
his son’s Masters victory.
Earl Woods, who said be
believed Zoeller’s remarks about
fried chicken and collard greens
were meant as a joke, also said
Thursday his son waited three
days to accept Zoeller’s apology
because he was unaware of the
controversy.
“I was shocked that he said it
in the venue he said it in,” said
Earl Woods, referring to Zoeller’s
comments
from
Augusta
National on the final day of the
Masters. “But I’m not surprised
that he said it. I’ve heard him
say worse. Fuzzy is a jokester.”
Woods, in New York to pro
mote his book, “IVaining a Tiger,”
said he knows Zoeller and felt his
remarks were meant not as a
slur but as an indication of the
significance of his son’s victory.
“It was more of a focus on the
racial aspects of Tiger winning
the Masters,” Woods said.
The remarks were broadcast
by CNN-SI the Sunday following
the Masters and Zoeller apolo
gized the next day. Woods did not
accept
the
apology
until
Thursday night of that week.
“We found out about it on

SENATE

Wednesday,” the elder Woods
said. “Monday we were in
Chicago to tape the Oprah show.
Then we flew to Portland (Ore.)
and had very intense talks with
Nike on Tuesday and on
Wednesday we went our sepa
rate ways. I went home and
Tiger went to be with his friend
Kevin Costner on location at his
movie somewhere in Oregon.”
Woods said he was surprised
at the intensity of the reaction to
Zoeller’s remarks.
“I think the story took on a
life of its own,” Woods said.
“Tiger and I l)oth felt that we
should accept the apology and
move on to bigger things.”
Meanwhile, PGA Tour com
missioner Tim Finchem said
Thursday he had not spoken
with Zoeller since the golfer
made similar joking remarks on
Monday.
“I think the concerns I have
are better left to private conver
sations — as is my policy — with
the player involved,” Finchem
said while at the PGA Tour event
in Houston.
Victor McBryde, the black
businessman who engaged in the
verbal exchange with Zoeller on
Monday, said Zoeller merely
joined in the joking started by
others.
“I think it was incorrect to say
that Fuzzy started it or initiated
it or caused the problem,”
McBryde told The Associated
Press. “We initiated the conver
campaign
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Sher’s bill attempts to correct
that by rei^uiring a committee to
file reports listing its donors once
it receives $1,000 in contributions
during the pre-election campaign
report period.
It would also require indepen
dent committees that spend
$1,000 or more during the last
few days before an election to
include the source of the money
when they report the expendi
tures.
Some of California’s biggest

contributors

have

formed independent expenditure
committees since voters approved
Proposition 208 last November.
The ballot measure limits the
size of donations made to state
and local candidates but, because
of court rulings, it doesn’t limit
spending by independent commit
tees for or against candidates.
That is expected to encourage
many special interest groups to
form independent committees to
maintain their political clout.

HOMECOMINC '97
Applications Available for Homecoming Committee

Pick up application at Student Life and Activities Office (SLAC).
Turn in applications to Homecoming Box in SLAC office by May 2,1997.
Any Questions?
Call Damien at x4151

aVIcShane

1997

for ASI PRESIDENT

Presidential
Campaign

The committee to re-elect Steve McShane
presents the following events: come one, come all!
Stop by Steve's booth in the UU Plozo
(10:45 - 1:30 pm)
See Steve in action during the ASI debate
in the UU (UU Hour)
Stop by Steve's booth on Dexter Lawn
(1 0 :4 5 - 1:30 pm)
Borbeque on Dexter Lawn (11 - 2 pm)

sation with him.”
Asked about Zoeller’s original
comments after the M asters,
McBryde said:
“I think if it had been
Costantino Rocca he would have
said we would have spaghetti,”
McBryde said. “I don’t think he
meant any harm. That’s ju st the
way he is. He’s a joker. He has
apologized over and over and I
feel bad for him.”
Woods said the reaction to
Zoeller’s comments showed how
important race is in this country.
“Race issues are an integral
part of our society,” Woods said.
“There is conflict, communica
tion and hopefully cooperation.”
Earl Woods also defended his
son’s decision to turn down an
invitation
from
President
Clinton to be part of the Jackie
Robinson tribute at Shea
Stadium the Tuesday after the
Masters.
“It was not a slight of the
president,” Woods said. “It was
an acknowledgment that Jackie
Robinson deserved his day in
court. He did not want to do any
thing to detract from that — and
he wanted to enjoy his Masters
victory.”
Woods, 64, also said it was
possible be would need further
heart surgery. He had a bypass
operation in February.
“They wanted to go back in,”
he said. “We will evaluate it
when I get back home” at the end
of the month.

SE TELEMENT
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public comment. It would:
— B ar online services from
misrepresenting their trial offers
and disclose any obligation by the
customer to cancel.
— Require the services to
obtain written authorization
before
beginning
electronic
charges and to notify customers in
advance about such financial
transfers.
AOL was accused of adding 15
seconds of connection time to each
online session and rounding up to
the next minute, resulting in
extra charges.
The agreement required AOL
to establish a consumer education
program about the use of electron
ic payments systems. AOL will
distribute 50,000 color brochures
and maintain information about
electronic payments on the
Internet.
David
Medine,
an
FTC
spokesman, said the agency had
no estim ate of the amount of
money the m isrepresentations
had cost customers.

Stay
informed.
Read
Mustang
Daily.
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stages of the campus operating sys
tem,” Mark Dubin, chief informa
tion oificer and associate vice chan
cellor for academic affairs, said via
e-mail.
“We stay aware of the new types
of hacking approaches and imme
diately respond with protection
measures,” he said.
When cases are reported, they
often don’t receive much media
attention, though the CU Police
Department has noticed an
increase in the number of com
plaints about Internet e-mail
harassment. But the problem isn’t
at the top of its priority list.
“It’s not a huge problem like
bike thefts,” said Brent Biekert, a
CU Police officer. “The numbers
aren’t there yet. As these things get
more common, we’ll address them.”
If someone reports e-mail
harassment, the crime is classified
as if it had been a face-to-face con
frontation and is prosecuted in the
same fashion.
The fact that the event hap
pened over a computer makes no
difference.
Biekert said that, even though
it seems e-mail harassment would
be easier to prove, that’s not always
the case.
“Typically, people spoof their email address,” Biekert said.
“Sometimes they may be able to
track it back to a particular per
son.”
For more than a year and a
half, Biekert has been handling
many of the computer-related
reports. He often works closely
with CNS to investigate the cases
and said a majority of the cases
aren’t reported.
“People don’t see it as a prob
lem,” Biekert said. “They know
they don’t like it when they read it.
I think unless it recurs continuous
ly, they don’t see it as a problem.”
Along with the police department,
students don’t see computer crimes
as very threatening.
“I don’t think there is a lot of
‘cyber-crime’ here at the universi
ty,” said Brad Judy, a junior psy
chology major and CNS employee.
“There isn’t a whole lot of point to
stealing someone’s e-mail account
since they can change their pass
word without logging into their
account.” Although
computer
crimes are weighted the same on
paper as more traditional crimes,
sometimes they carry less of a stig
ma than something more tangible,
such as theft.
Andy Goodwin, a former “hack
er,” was arrested and convicted of
computer crime, a felony. Goodwin
erased a Colorado Springs-based
Bulletin Board System, a computer
“meeting place” containing chat
rooms, online games and message
forums.
Although only 17 at the time, he
found himself in jail because of
unpaid fines and said he wasn’t

BAN
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Academic
Affairs
John
R.
Johannes asked the university
bookstore manager to stop stock
ing the “simplistic study aides.”
“We need to move toward a
view of education and learning
(among faculty and students) that
.stresses students working honest
ly, doing more than they are
expected to do, not less, and doing
serious critical and original think
ing,” Johannes said in the letter.
President of Cliffs Notes, Inc.,
Douglas S. Lincoln, wrote a letter
of response that was published in
Villanova’s .student newspaper. In
the letter, he questioned the
ethics of a university banning
books.

treated the .same as if he had com
mitted a more tangible crime.
“In jail, 1 was kind of chucklec
at, marveled at,” (j(M)dwin said vie
e-mail. “The courts treated me the
same, and the cops were the same.’
The other criminals he came across
treated him differently than the
way the media portrays life in jail.
“The normal criminals (non
computer-crime) thought that 1
was cool because I was ‘a smart
criminal,”’ he said. “A lot of them
wanted to do some get-rich-quick
scams involving computers.” Since
Goodwin was a minor at the time,
he was sentenced to 60 days in a
military boot camp and two years
of probation.
Even with the criminal record,
Goodwin is now vice president of
operations at High Plains Internet,
an Internet provider that serves
Colorado Springs and surrounding
areas.
As the Internet becomes
increasingly popular, the numbei
of people with the knowledge anc
ability to commit computer crimes
will increase. Even now, the CL
police is wondering where th<
future of computer crimes will lead
Biekert said the department ii
playing catch up.
“We’re still learning,” he said
“Computers are pretty new t
police departments. As time goe
on, we’ll pretty much have stan
dard protocols about how we d<
things.” As computer crimi
becomes more of a problem, lav
enforcement may have to evolve h
combat the new territory.
But it isn’t the only field tha
may have to redefine how it relate;
to computers.
The Supreme Court recentl;
heard testimony in Janet Reno, e
al. V. American Civil Libertie
Union, et al.
On Feb. 1, 1996, Congres
passed the Telecommunication
Reform Act, which included th<
Communications Decency Ac
(CDA) and its provision to bai
“obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy o
indecent” material on the Internet
The ACLU and many others an
challenging the constitutionality o
the CDA.
As President Bill Clinton was
signing the bill into law on Feb.
8, the ACLU and 19 othei
groups were busy preparing to file
suit again.st the act. A week after
the CDA was passed, a U.S. district
judge issued a temporary restrain
ing order against its enforcement.
By June, when a three-member
panel of judges upheld the
restraining order, here were 57
plaintiffs in the case against the
CDA.
Tbday, all 57 plaintiffs, as well
as people connected to cyberspace
and the rest of the world, are anx
iously awaiting the Supreme
Court’s decision, which is expected
in July. The future of what can be
defined as computer crime could
depend on it.
“It is disappointing when stu
dents are subjected to book ban
ning and censorship in a universi
ty setting — especially when pro
fessors label such cen.sorship ‘aca
demic integrity,’” the letter said.
Douglas also said in the letter
that banning Cliffs Notes will
only encourage students to find
other sources of abbreviated liter
ature.
“There are countless ways that
students determined to plagiarize
will do .so,” he said.
The library, the Cliffs Notes
website. Monarch Notes on CDROM, and a term paper writing
service offered through Rolling
Stone magazine were some of the
alternatives Douglas mentioned
in his letter.
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research.
According to the draft plan
prepared
by
the
Land
Conservancy for the trustees, the
money will be divided, providing
$150,000 to the Port San Luis
Harbor District for beach clean
ups and restoration of physical
damages to the harbor area.
Also from the $1.4 million paid
by Unocal, $100,000 will go to a
sea otter enhancement project.
This money will be invested in the
existing O tter Rehabilitation
Program
at
Monterey
Bay
Aquarium which specializes in
the care of stranded or injured sea
otter pups. Specifically, funding
will allow for further research on

the effects of oil spills to the
already threatened otter popula
tion.
The remainder of the money,
minus $200,000 for managerial
expenses, will go to enhancement
of the San Luis Obispo Creek
Watershed. This $950,000 has
been allocated to bank stabiliza
tion and revegitation along the
creek, estuarine habitat restora
tion and fish migration barrier
removal projects.
Almost half of the money will
go to the bank enhancement pro
jects. The problems caused by
eroding banks include sedimenta
tion on the channel bottoms
which is one of the most critical
problems facing fish in the creek.
Brian Dietterick, a Cal Poly

natural resources management
professor, has worked with the
Land Conservancy to survey the
creek area and determine prob
lems throughout the stream.
“With the Land Conservancy,
we prioritized projects and identi
fied a number of places along San
Luis Creek and Stenner Creek (on
the Cal Poly campus) we hope to
improve to restore fish habitat,”
Dietterick said. “Water quality
benefits will be felt all the way
downstream as far as Avila, which
justifies these projects upstream.”
One such project will be imple
mented this summer as a result of
the research of Cal Poly natural
resources management graduate
student Chris Rose. Rose has
identified significant erosion that

threatens prime agricultural
fields near the pumpkin patch on
campus.
By improving the water quali
ty in upper Stenner Creek, Rose
and the Land Conservancy hope
to restore fish spawning areas.
Although fish do not currently
make it up this far in the creek,
other projects will work to remove
barriers in the creek to facilitate
fish migration. According to
Stark, opening up possible spawn
ing areas in less contaminated
areas will be more effective and
less expensive than attempting to
completely restore current migra
tion areas affected by the spill.
Top priority was given to barriers
that inhibit adult Steelhead Trout
to and from areas of high quality

7

spawning and rearing habitat.
According to Stark, the
trustees determined that on-site
restoration of the intertidal zone
(the primary impact zone) would
be technically difficult and expen
sive. Much of the technology
applied to this area is unproved
and the trustees and Land
Conservancy agreed that money
would be best spent working in
the fishing spawning areas.
During the next few months,
the trustees will make their final
decision on which projects will be
funded based on public comments
and the criteria established in the
plan prepared by the Land
Conservancy.
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CINCO DE MAYO
Special at Mustang Daily! All
Classified and Display Ads
in Spanish are HALF PRICE
for Monday, May 5.
Vaya con el Mustang!

CONGRATULATIONS
JOSIE MILLER!
Best of luck next year as the
new editor-in-chief.
From, the 1996-97 staff of MD

GET PUBLISHED
ON THE WEB!

UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?

( )IM*( )K ri NI rili.S
mCAUTION!!!
Make No Investments or Provide
No Banking or Credit Information
Without Investigating Advertisments
in the Opportunities Section
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Begin now. For
info call 301-429-1326.

Information Session
Mon. May 5 @ 7-8:30 pm
Staff Dining Room B

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFishing Industry. Learn how
students can earn up to
$2,850/mo. + benefits
(Room and Board). Call
Alaska Information Services
206-971-3514 Ext. A60053

METRICOM

Information Session
Mon. May 5 @ 7-9 pm
Sandwich Plant

KCPR
General Manager, Program Director,
News Director applications are
due Monday, April 28th at Prof.
Dwight Dewerth-Pallmeyer’s office.
Applications forms available.

STRYKER ENDOSCOPY
Information Session
Mon. May 5 @ 6:30-8:30 pm
Staff Dining Room A & C

Protect Your Student Dollars!
Vote for an ASI President with
experience!
RELECT
STEVE MCSHANE

All Students!

Give us your opinion!
Focus groups now forming. HURRY!
Free snacks & Gift certificates
for ail participants.
Call Jeff 9 541-5709 M&W:1-3, 6-8
or 756-5317 T«iTh:4-6 for info.

LOSI Ä

Loving Couple wanting to adopt
can help with expenses
Please call Jaylene 237-2108

I'O l'N i)

Lost gold bracelet with hearts.
Reward! Please call X6850

Riding Instructor: Horseback
riding teaching experience req’d,
summer day camp in Walnut Creek
Certification recommended or
willing to obtain. 510-937-6500.

Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

PACIFIC BELL

Submit articles, reviews, opinions,
etc for a national college audience
in a non-commercia Iweb zine.
Send to snaughto@oboe or call
Sandra at 756-1796. Due 5/12.

SPECIFIC achievements in 1996!
SPECIFIC goals for 1997!
RE-ELECT
Steve McShane for
ASI President!

SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 PTS
GRE 214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS

Looking for Someone Special:
Moving to Cambria to build my home
in my ranch. Need a friend
to share my life with. I am
very young middle age professional,
well educated, athletic, and
financially secure. Hope to find
a marriage minded woman who
loves animals and ranch living
life style. Please write and if possible
send a photo to K
75 La Perla Foothill Ranch,
California 92610
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SUMMER JOBS: Have Fun!
Work outdoors with children!
Gain valuable work experience!
If your summer residence is in
the San Fernando or Conejo
Valley; Ventura; Camarillo;
Malibu; or Simi Valley, we are
looking for fun, caring Summer
Day Camp staff. General counselors
& specialists: swimming,
horses, boating, fishing, ropes
course, music, drama, & much
more. Summer salaries range
$2,100-$3,200-f. Call today for
more information (818) 865-6263

Summer Work
Are you competitive?
Do you love a challenge?
Make $6500 this summer
Call 1(800)235-6435
I 'o K

S.M .I-,

Get Blazing x2 56K speeds NOW!
www.thegrid.net 888-333-4743

MATTRESS SETS

li.\IIM .( )^•.\ll•:.\ I

Credit Manager

Needed next yr for Mustang
Daily. Looking for mature intelligent
student with work experience, prefer
senior business major, MBA. or
business oriented student. Send
resumes and letter to 26-226 ATTN:
A.J. Schuermann

M IS T E R BO FFO

(8 0 5 ) 75(3-1 1 4 3
K^B.NTAL l l o i ’SI.NCi

Student Discount. Twin Now $68,
Full $98, Queen $138, King $158.
785-0197
, \ m O .M O H IU -S
Interested in Cadillacs?
talk to ASI President Candidate
Steve McShane during the debate
Thursday May 1st
UU Plaza

2 bedroom Cedar Creek Condo®
$1,100-one yr lease. Info call 543-8370
Quaint Arroyo Grande Village
3 bed house for rent with appt.
attch. New decorated 1 bk to
village. $900.00 per month
first and cleaning-no pets
Leave message 489-1296

SUMMER SUBLET!
3 Bdrm house, washer & dryer.
Very close to downtown (Buchón).
Avail 6-13-97. Some furniture.
Please call 544-1208 or 784-0438

SUMMER SUBLET! '

Close to Poly, Close to Downtown.
Furnished Room, Move in Finals Week.
Cheap!! Call Mark @ 546-9249

1 1( ).\II

Steve Nelson - Nelson Real Estate
***546-1990***
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale
Avail on Campus--15 Yrs Experience
Marguerite C21 SLQ R/E 541-3432
Large 2Br 1.5Ba Condo $129,900
Newer 3Br 2Ba Mobile Hm $55,000
For a list of all available
homes in SLQ Call Jim McBride
C-21 S.L. Properties 783-4403

Really Big!!

5 Br 2.5 ba 2200 SF home 15 min
to Poly in Morro Bay Hts. 2.5 car Gar
on 50x190 lot. Complete Remodel
w/hardwood floors $265,900, owner
to help with finance John Lay - C21
SLQ Properties 772-2267

by Joe Martin
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Big bats look to cash in vs. Titans
By Kimberly Kaney

Daily Staff Writer
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Daily file photo by Michoel Toewj

The Mustangs will keep fighting to get above .500 this weekend against the Titans. This
marks the last home series for 13 seniors who will be honored before the game Sunday.

The numbers don’t add up.
They have broken almost
every school record and are
hitting better than every team
they have faced this year, but
they aren’t posting the wins.
And how to solve this
seems to be the $64,000 ques
tion for the Cal Poly baseball
team right now.
“Individual performance
usually results in a win but
baseball is a random game, the
best team doesn’t always win,”
said second baseman Scott
Kidd.
The Mustangs i32-16, 1113 Big West Conference) have
posted an impressive record
for a college season, but they
remain fourth in the Big West
southern division.
This weekend is critical.
The Mustangs must do well
against Cal State Fullerton
(30-19-1, 17-7 Big West) to
prove worthy of a conference
appearance.
“It is going to be a battle
and we are going to give it all
we’ve got,” Kidd said.
The Titans, ranked 27th in
the nation by Collegiate
Baseball, swept the series
when the two teams met earli
er this season, 8-7, 18-5, 16-8.
“We are not expecting this
to be an easy challenge by any
stretch of the imagination,”
said Fullerton head coach
George Horton. Horton said
these are also important
games for Fullerton.
Fullerton is currently in
second place behind Long

Beach State in the Big West
southern division. Cal Poly
needs to win one game and
Sacram ento State needs to
lose one game for the
Mustangs to clinch a Big West
berth.
Cal Poly is coming off a loss
against third-ranked Stanford
on Tuesday, 4-3. The Cardinal
were one strike away from
winning the game in the top of
the ninth, but Kidd blasted an
RBI double to left-center field
that scored pinch runner
Andrew Watt and tied the
game at 3-3. The hit was
Kidd’s 87th of the year which
broke the school single-season
mark of 86 previously set by
Doug Noce in 1990.
But the Cardinal came
back in the bottom half of the
inning when Jody Gerut hit a
home run off a pitch from Mike
Zirelli, who came in to relieve
starter Chad Snowden.
Fullerton is looking out for
Cal Poly’s pitching, also.
According to Horton, Zirelli, 94, gave the Titans a tough time
in their last meeting. Zirelli
will pitch on Friday evening,
followed by Luther Salinas on
Saturday and Jason Novi or
Chad Snowden on Sunday.
Fullerton has their own
strong pitching trio. Matt Wise
(4-6, 3.40 ERA) will pitch in
Friday’s series opener. Brian
Tokarse, 8-1, has 77 K’s in 70
innings of pitching. Sunday’s
pitcher for the Titans has not
been decided yet.
“We are counting on our
pitching to keep their bats
quiet,” Horton said.
Six Mustangs have hit ten

Student triathletes gear up for Wildflower
By Martha BlockweH

Daily Staff Writer

Swim, bike, run. Swim, bike, run. Bike, no,
swim, run, no...
While many students are simply trying to
get through midterms and prepare for the sec
ond half of the quarter, around 1,000 Cal Poly
students are also trying to balance their
thoughts of this weekend’s big event.
Wildflower, the second largest triathlon in
the world, is this Saturday and Sunday, and
the excitement of the festival and races is in
the minds of many.
Along with the student volunteers and
spectators that will attend the event. Cal Poly
athletes will head to Lake San Antonio to test
their swimming, biking and running skills.
The Cal Poly triathlon club is sending 10
representatives to compete in the long-course
collegiate race on Sunday, as well as around
20 others who will compete in various men’s
and women’s age-group races.
The collegiate race will consist of 21
schools, of which David Sullivan, an agricul
ture business senior and team president, said
“Colorado (at Boulder) is our only competi
tion.”
Cal Poly’s triathlon club placed second last
year to Colorado University and is tr>dng to
reclaim its 1995 title.
The triathlon club has been practicing
since the beginning of fall quarter, preparing
for the 1.5 kilometer swim, 40 kilometer bike
race and 10 kilometer run, and is ready to
compete and win, Sullivan said.
Athletes’ workouts vary, as not everyone is
in the same level of fitness. Sullivan
described a typical week as a 7 a.m. swim
Monday, Wednesday and Friday; a 25- to 35-

mile bike ride and a track-running workout
on Tuesday and Thursday; a 50-mile bike ride
on Saturday and a 12-mile run on Sunday.
Sullivan estimated that a serious member
will probably spend three to four hours each
day working out.
Junior psychology major Carey Moyles has
been training for the triathlon with the team
since October and believes that she’s as ready
as she’ll ever be.
“I’m as prepared as I can be, but I'm still
kind of intimidated, as this is my first
Wildflower triathlon,” Moyles said.
She has reason to be.
Though most of the team have competed in
at least one other smaller collegiate triathlon,
those who have never competed at Wildflower
are up fur quite a challenging and competitive
course. With more than 3,000 athletes com
peting throughout the weekend, finding a
space among jarring elbows in the swim, con
gested sharp turns during the bike race, and
tired, yet moving legs through the run can be
more than intimidating.
'Victor Plata, a social sciences graduating
senior, has managed to overcome the intimi
dation factor and is training for a national
ranking finish on the collegiate course.
After placing fifth at last year’s longcourse triathlon, Plata knew that he could do
better.
He slowly began training in September by
running one mile each day and biking about
60 miles each week.
Over time he increased his biking and run
ning mileage and began swimming.
Being a past member on both the Cal Poly
track and swimming teams, as well as a mem
ber of the Wheelmen, Plata knew that train
ing at a near-professional level wouldn’t be

too difficult.
For six weeks out of his training period,
Plata averaged 250 miles of biking, 40 miles
of running and 10,000 yards of swimming
each week.
He was also very focused about eating a
healthy diet, staying away from high fat-andsugar-loaded foods.
Plata, along with the rest of the triathlon
team, has been tapering his workouts for the
past couple of weeks, allowing time for his
body to actively rest for the big race.
Apart from the pre-race shaving of his
head and body, Plata feels ready and confi
dent about the Sunday event.
“I’m going in with the belief that if some
one is fitter (than myselD, it’ll be a really
great race,” Plata said.
Not every Cal Poly student competing in
the triathlon is a member of the triathlon
club.
Many athletes make the decision to train
for and compete at the event on their own.
Aeronautical engineering senior Basem
Elsokary has been training solo for three
months for Saturday’s mountain bike
triathlon. Two weeks ago, Elsokary and a
friend visited and tried out the Wildflower
course.
The race, which consists of a quarter-mile
swim, a 10-mile bike and a two-mile run, is a
favorite among those athletes who are work
ing out on their own.
“Competing in the triathlon initially
seemed like a good physical challenge for
someone who’s not in tip-top physical condi
tion,” Elsokary said.
He believes, however, that he will not only
finish, but will finish well.

or more home runs so far this
season. First baseman Boyd
Dodder has 14 and is four shy
of the school record set in
1985. Third baseman Marty
Camacho has 12, second baseman Kidd, catcher M att
Priess, shortstop Taber Maier
and left fielder John Arnold all
have 10.
As a team the Mustangs
now have 471 runs, breaking
the old record of 442 set in
1985. Cal Poly also has 118
doubles, breaking the previous
record of 113 from the 1985
season. The homer record of 57
was broken weeks ago; it is
now at 87. The Mustangs set a
new mark of 422 RBI, break
ing the previous record of 381
set in 1993. Cal Poly’s 1,025
total bases breaks the record
of 910 set in 1993.
Many players are individu
ally close to breaking longheld league records as well.
“We can swing a heavy bat
and they can throw the ham
mer,” said Cal Poly assistant
coach Tom Kunis. Kunis said
both teams match up well
offensively. Fullerton’s team
batting average of .327, while
Cal Poly’s average is .340.
Defensively Fullerton might
have an edge, he said.
“At times we haven’t
pitched as well as we antici
pated,” Kunis said. The
Mustangs’ older pitching staff
has missed most of the season
due to injuries. Novi (1-0) will
possibly make his seventh
appearance this season in
Sunday’s game.
Sunday’s game is also
unique in that it will be the
last home game for 13
Mustang seniors. The team is
preparing for an emotional
game.
“We are going to give them
hell, but we need all the fan
support we can get,” Kunis
said.

SCHEDULE
TO D A Y :S G A M E S

• Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton @
Cal Poly, 7 p.m.*

• Men’s tennis vs. New Mexico State @
Big West Conference Championships
@ Univ. of New Mexico *
S A T y R J D A Y ’S G A M E S

• Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton @
Cal Poly, 1 p.m.*

• Men’s tennis @ Big West Conference
Championships @ Univ. of New
Mexico.*
• Softball vs. Cal State Fullerton @
Fullerton, 1/ 3 p.m.*
• Track and Field @ Carter Invitational
@ Santa Barbara.
S y N p A YJLS G A M E_S

• Baseball vs. Cal State Fullerton @
Cal Poly, 1 p.m.*

• Men’s tennis @ Big West Conference
Championships @ Univ. of New
Mexico.*
• Softball vs. Long Beach State @ Long
Beach, 1/3 p.m.*

• Big West Conference
C A L POLY
S P O R T S H O TLIN E

75 6-S C O R

